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Approval Groups  

Approval groups are ways to group different users together for routing of invoices. In most 

environments, this will be a one to one relationship. For every User ID that you have set up, you will 

set up an approval group. In the case where you have a new PM, you may combine a senior PM with 

the new one until the person is ready to run their own projects.  

Once the approval groups are created, they can be attached to the job. By attaching the approval 

group to the job, the invoices will automatically be routed to the project manager, therefore not 

requiring any additional data entry from the AP person.  

To create a new Approval Group:  

1. Select New Group. Enter the code and description for the group.  

2. A screen will appear listing all of the user’s setup in the system. Select the user that 

corresponds to this code. If necessary, additional names can be attached.  

3. Once the approval groups have been set up, they can then be attached to the job.  

  

  

Edit Conditions  

Edit Conditions allows for various rules to be set as to which invoices are routed. For example, a 

project manager may only want to see invoices that do not have a purchase order or a subcontract 

agreement.  

  

  

The above example will only route invoices that do not have a cost code, a purchase order and the 

invoice amount must be over $1000.00.  
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Entry Groups  
  

Entry Groups will allow the ability to submit the invoices back to the original person who entered the 

invoice. This will allow them to know the status of the invoice and when it has been cleared for 

payment.  

  
  

Routing Order  
  

Routing Order controls how the invoices will flow through the system. This is a critical part of the 

setup to ensure everything will flow smoothly.  
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Routing Order Tab is Estimating, (Job Group), (Entry Group)  

This will route any invoices that are not job cost and are over $1000.00 to Estimating  (this was a 

“Condition” attached to the Approval Group). If the invoice is job cost or under the specified 

amount, it will skip Estimating and go right to the Approval Group attached to the job. Once the user 

on the job approves it, it will go to the user that originally entered it in accounts payable for final 

approval.  

  

Routing Order Tab is: (Job Group), (Entry Group)  

This will read the job cost file and route the invoice to the Approval Group on the job. Once the user 

on the job has approved the invoice, it will be routed to the user that originally entered in the invoice 

for final approval.  

  

Routing Order Tab is: (Job Group)  

This will read the job cost file for an Approval Group and will automatically route to the Approval 

Group attached in job cost maintenance.  

  

Routing Order Tab is: Blank  

This will require the AP person to enter an Approval Group at the time the invoice is entered in order 

for it to be routed to the user.  

  

  

Invoice Approval Procedures  
  

Select Invoice Approval and MY GROUPS. Highlight the invoice and double-click or select the 

Details button.  

  

Select to Approve, Reject or Edit the Invoice.  Enter approval/rejection notes (if any). The invoice 

will then be routed back to the person responsible for paying the invoice.  
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EXAMPLES  

 
Currently there are 6 groups set up in Approval Groups – Marla, Controller, Estimating, Owner, PM 

– Adam, PM – Chad. Each group has a set of conditions based on vendor numbers that control which 

invoices are automatically routed to them.  The Routing Order is setup as follows:  

  

1. Estimating – Jason  

2. PM – Chad – Project Manager  

3. PM – Adam – Project Manager  

4. Controller – Chuck  

5. Owner – BW  

  

Marla does not need to be added in the Routing Order since she is the Entry person.  

  

  

SCENARIO #1  
  

1. Marla enters an invoice for a vendor that is set up to automatically route to Jason 

(Estimating).  

  

2. Jason automatically receives the invoice in “my groups” waiting for his approval. He has two 

choices – Approve or Reject.  

a. If he selects “Approve” and does not select anyone to “Route To” and saves it, it will 

automatically be routed to the “Controller” (and it will skip Adam and Chad because 

the one vendor that has invoices routed to Jason is not in Adam or Chad’s list of 

vendors).  

b. If he selects “Reject” it automatically goes back to Marla and will appear in her 

“Approval Groups” as a pending invoice. To keep it in the routing process, she will 

need to review any notes, select “Edit Invoice”, make the necessary changes and then 

“Save” the invoice. If she selects “cancel” instead of “ok” on the invoice display, it 

will remain in her queue waiting for her to edit the invoice. Once she selects “ok” it 

will automatically be routed back to Jason for approval again. If he approves it this 

time it will then be automatically routed to the Controller. If he rejects it again for 

some reason it will go back to Marla for her to select “Edit Invoice” again, etc.  
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3. The Controller automatically sees invoices in “my groups” (once Jason has finally approved). 

He has two choices – Accept or Reject.  

a. If he Selects “Approve” and does not select anyone to “Route To” and saved it, it will 

be automatically routed to “Owner”.  

b. If he selects “Reject” it automatically goes back to Marla and will appear in her 

“Approval Groups” as a pending invoice. To keep it in the routing process, she will 

need to review any notes, select “Edit Invoice”, make the necessary changes and then 

“Save” the invoice. If she selects “cancel” instead of “ok” on the invoice display, it 

will remain in her queue waiting for her to edit the invoice. Once she selects “ok”, it  

will automatically be routed back to Jason for approval again. Jason will need to 

approve it again, and it will be routed to the Controller automatically again for 

reapproval. Once the Controller has finally approved it, it will automatically be routed 

to the “Owner” for final approval.  

 

4. The Owner automatically sees the invoice in “my groups” – they have two choices – Approve 

or Reject.  

a. If he selects “Approve” and does not select anyone to “Route To” and saves it, this 

will end the routing process and the invoice will appear in the Open Invoice report 

with a status of “Pay”.  

b. If he selects “Reject” it automatically goes back to Marla and will appear in her 

“Approval Groups” as a pending invoice. To keep it in the routing process, she will 

need to review any notes, select “Edit Invoice”, make the necessary changes and then 

“Save” the invoice. If she selects “cancel” instead of “ok” on the invoice display, it 

will remain in her queue waiting for her to edit the invoice. Once she selects “ok” it 

will automatically be routed back to Jason for approval again. Jason will need to 

approve it again, and it will be routed to the Controller automatically again for 

reapproval. Once the Controller has finally approved it, it will automatically be routed 

to the “Owner” for final approval.  
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SCENARIO #2  
  

1. Marla enters an invoice for a vendor that is set up to automatically route to CP (Chad – 

Project Manager).  

  

2. CP automatically sees the invoice in “my groups” waiting for his approval. He has two 

choices – Approve or Reject.  

a. If he selects “Approve” and does not select anyone to “Route To” and saved it, it will 

automatically be routed to Adam (if the vendor is in Adam’s list, otherwise it will go 

to the Owner – the Controller is not set up to get these invoices in his “Conditions”).  

b. If he selects “Reject” it automatically goes back to Marla and will appear in 

her “Approval Groups” as a pending invoice. To keep it in the routing process, she 

will need to review any notes, select “Edit Invoice”, make the necessary changes and 

then “Save" the invoice. If she selects “cancel” instead of “ok” on the invoice display, 

it will remain in her queue waiting for her to edit the invoice. Once she selects “ok” it 

will automatically be routed back to CP for approval again. If he approves it this time,   

it will then be automatically routed to Adam. If he rejects it again for whatever 

reason, it will go back to Marla for her to select “Edit Invoice” again, etc. If Adam 

approves it, it will go on to the Owner for final approval. If the Owner approves it, 

that will end the routing process.  
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EXCEPTIONS  
  

The only selection in the above examples that would change the routing process is if the Owner,  

Controller, Estimator, and one of the Project Managers, choose an Approval Group in the Forward 

To box when they select to Approve the invoice, and they select a user that is out of the normal 

Approval Order.  

  

Example #1: Marla puts an invoice in that is set to automatically go to Adam based on the vendor 

conditions (Vendor #5). When Adam selects to Approve the invoice he routes it to Chad for review 

with notes. It will now be out of the Approval Order, and will automatically show up on Chad’s 

“approval groups” even though it would have normally gone to the Owner next based on the vendor 

conditions. Once Chad opens it, if he rejects it for some reason it will go back to Marla, not Adam. 

Once Marla edits it and saves it again, it will start again with Adam. If Chad approves it, it will then 

resume the Approval Order and will show up automatically for the Owner to approve.  

  

Example #2: Marla puts in an invoice that is set to automatically go to the Controller based on the 

vendor conditions (Vendor #6). The Controller reviews it and Approves it, it then goes automatically 

to the Owner for approval. The Owner Rejects it. This sends it back to Marla automatically. At this 

point when Marla selects to “Edit Invoice”, instead of selecting “ok” which puts it back in the normal 

routing order (Controller then Owner), she selects the Owner on the “Route To” field to send it 

directly back to the owner, skipping the Controller. The Owner will not see it in his “approval 

groups”. At this point if he selects to Approve or Reject the invoice, it will automatically go back to 

Marla. If he selects to “Approve” the invoice, Marla will see the invoice in her Approval Groups, but  

she will now have the option herself to “Approve” the invoice instead of only having the “Edit 

Invoice” option. She will have to “Approve” it for it to start the routing process again. It will be then 

automatically routed to the Controller for Approval. Once the Controller has approved it, because the 

Owner has already approved it in the above step with Marla manually send it to him, the routing 

process stops here and the invoice appears in the “open invoice” report with a status of “Pay”. If the 

Owner Rejects it after Marla manually routes it to him, then Marla will only have the option to “Edit 

Invoice” and when she selects “ok” to save it, it will start the normal routing process again 

(Controller and then Owner for final approval).  

  


